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Abstract—Internet-of-Things (IoT)-enabled wireless body
area networks (WBANs) are resource-constrained in nature
(energy, bandwidth, and time-slot resources); hence, their
performance in healthcare monitoring often deteriorates
as the number of active IoT devices sharing the network
increases. Consequently, improving the network efficiency of
IoT-enabled WBAN systems is essential for improving health-
care monitoring. Hence, we propose an energy-efficient
multichannel hybrid medium access control (MAC) (MC-
HYMAC) protocol that combines the benefits of the CSMA/CA and TDMA protocols to improve the overall performance
of IoT-enabled WBAN systems. We also proposed an adaptive power control scheme, time-slot management scheme,
channel utilization mechanism, and dynamic back-off time policy to improve the overall network efficiency. In addition,
we applied a finite-state discrete-time Markov model to determine the traffic arrival pattern and analyze the transition
states of biomedical devices to facilitate optimal decision-making for enhanced overall performance of the network.
Standard metrics, such as energy efficiency, throughput, delay, packet drop ratio, and network lifetime, were used to
evaluate and compare the existing MAC protocols.
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Index Terms— Adaptive power control, channel selection, CSMA/CA, discrete-time Markov model, IEEE 802.15.4,
Internet of Things (IoT), medium access control (MAC) protocol, multichannel, TDMA, wireless body area network
(WBAN).

I. INTRODUCTION20

THE advent of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) technology

AQ:1

AQ:2

21

has been enhancing the popularity of various wireless22

systems, such as wireless body area networks (WBANs), as a23

result of its positive impacts [1]. IoT can be applied to different24

domains, such as healthcare monitoring [1], structural health25

monitoring [2], environmental monitoring (e.g., water quality26

monitoring and weather monitoring) [3], and industry (e.g.,27

manufacturing and transportation systems) [4], to create smart28
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systems. For instance, integrating IoT into structural health 29

monitoring helps to continuously collect data from different 30

sensors deployed on structures (e.g., buildings, railway tracks, 31

and bridges). With such data, important information regarding 32

the current state of different structures can be extracted for 33

safety and maintenance purposes. Integrating IoT into water 34

monitoring can help to create a smart water quality monitoring 35

system that can assist in monitoring changes in water quality 36

to prevent the distribution of unclean water to consumers. 37

In addition, the integration of IoT in industries, such as 38

transportation, helps to create intelligent transportation sys- 39

tems that can enable transportation authorities to track vehicle 40

locations, predict future locations, and predict current road 41

traffic. Similarly, combining an IoT technology with WBAN 42

helps to provide cost-effective services and minimizes frequent 43

hospital visits. Therefore, integrating IoT technologies into 44

WBANs is advantageous for healthcare monitoring to improve 45

patients’ overall health and well-being. 46

An IoT-enabled WBAN is a special type of network 47

designed for healthcare applications and operates inde- 48

pendently to manage the communications between various 49

biomedical devices that are positioned in, on, and around 50

the patient’s body. IoT WBAN enables the near real-time 51

monitoring of patients’ health status and health diagnosis, 52

and also helps with patients’ information management for 53
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decision-making purposes. The IoT-enabled WBAN biomed-54

ical devices are responsible for sensing and communicating55

sensed physiological signals obtained from the patient’s body56

to remote medical centers by leveraging IoT technologies.57

However, because these devices are small, they have limited58

resources, including limited battery power [5]. Therefore,59

to manage the limited resources and prolong the lifetime of60

biomedical devices, it is essential to address energy wastage,61

time wastage, and channel utilization issues. It is notewor-62

thy that, among the modules of the biomedical devices, the63

communication module consumes more energy during data64

transmission. Hence, it is essential to manage energy resources65

during data transmissions through the design of an effi-66

cient medium access control (MAC) protocol. In IoT-enabled67

WBANs, the biomedical devices share a communication chan-68

nel for health packet transmission. This shared communication69

channel is typically regulated by the MAC protocol [5], [6].70

This further indicates that MAC design is key to achiev-71

ing an energy-efficient IoT-enabled WBAN system. Such a72

system can be achieved by leveraging the optimization of73

the MAC protocols to meet the system’s quality-of-service74

(QoS) requirements (such as energy efficiency, low delay, high75

reliability, and high throughput) using limited resources while76

simultaneously maintaining high network utilization. Through77

research efforts, a few solutions have been proposed to address78

energy and time-slot wastage issues in WBAN using MAC79

protocols [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].80

Unfortunately, existing solutions are yet to fully address81

these issues. Generally, most conventional WBAN MAC pro-82

tocols are designed and developed to operate only on a single83

channel, i.e., the biomedical devices have only one single84

channel available for all communications [12], [13], [14], [15].85

In such a system, determining which of the devices to access86

the channel first becomes very difficult, and this could greatly87

limit the data transportation capacity of the network, conse-88

quently resulting in the low acceptance and productivity of the89

IoT-enabled WBAN system for healthcare monitoring appli-90

cations. Therefore, to address these research concerns, this91

study proposes the design of an energy-efficient multichannel92

hybrid MAC (MC-HYMAC) protocol combined with different93

novel resource management strategies for IoT-enabled WBAN94

systems.95

The proposed WBAN system was built on a multichannel96

mechanism that employs multiple channels, i.e., one channel97

is used as the control channel, the rest of the channels are98

used as the data channels, and the data channels are used99

by biomedical devices for transmitting health packets. Based100

on the QoS requirements of IoT-enabled WBAN systems,101

biomedical devices in the network are categorized into two102

categories based on their health packets: category 1 and103

category 2. Category 1 devices are assumed to have critical104

health packets, whereas Category 2 devices are assumed to105

have less-critical health packets. Critical health packets are106

emergency-based data packets and are required to be delivered107

in a timely manner, whereas less-critical health packets are108

normal and periodic data packets. To improve the performance109

and solve channel starvation issues, we devised the use of110

different channels. This enables the devices in the network to111

use separate channels for their communications. Using a sep- 112

arate channel helps to minimize collisions among the devices, 113

minimize delay, and improve energy efficiency and system 114

throughput. Furthermore, to achieve an energy-efficient and 115

reliable WBAN network, an adaptive power control scheme, 116

a time-slot management strategy, and a dynamic back-off time 117

policy were proposed. Also, a discrete-time Markov model 118

that has a finite buffering capacity for storing the arrival 119

requests of the devices was introduced. Therefore, to improve 120

the existing hybrid CSMA/CA and TDMA protocols based 121

on their shortcomings, such as channel utilization, energy 122

consumption, time slot, energy wastage, and delay issues, the 123

following contributions were made in this study. 124

1) An energy-efficient MC-HYMAC protocol for 125

IoT-enabled WBAN systems. To improve energy 126

efficiency and prolong the overall network lifetime, 127

separate channels for the devices’ health packet 128

transmission and AP control signal transmission were 129

employed. 130

2) The integration of edge AI with IoT-enabled WBAN 131

system for near real-time communication. 132

3) An efficient channel mapping mechanism for the WBAN 133

biomedical devices. This mechanism helps the devices 134

know when to transmit their health packets to minimize 135

issues such as collision, delay, and energy consumption 136

in the network. 137

4) An adaptive power control scheme to reduce energy 138

wastage in IoT-enabled WBAN systems. 139

5) A dynamic time-slot allocation scheme and a back-off 140

time scheme for the efficient utilization of the 141

IoT-enabled WBAN channels. 142

6) A novel strategy to minimize delay and packet drop 143

ratio, and increase the network lifetime and energy 144

efficiency without affecting the throughput of the 145

IoT-enabled WBAN system. 146

7) A finite-state discrete-time Markov model to determine 147

the traffic arrival pattern and analyze the transition states 148

of the biomedical devices and the state of the channel 149

for decision-making purposes in order to improve the 150

lifetime of the network. 151

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. 152

Section I introduces this study. Section II presents a literature 153

review of existing MAC protocols. The system architecture, 154

mathematical model, channel mapping mechanism, channel 155

selection policy, back-off time policy, and the time-slot man- 156

agement scheme are presented in Section III. Section IV 157

presents the Markov model analysis. Section V presents 158

a performance analysis of the proposed system in terms 159

of energy consumption, throughput, and delay. The opera- 160

tion and description of the proposed protocol are presented 161

in Section VI. Section VII presents the simulation results. 162

Section VIII concludes this article. 163

II. RELATED STUDIES 164

First, in this section, various research articles on 165

energy-efficient WBAN systems based on single-channel 166

MAC protocols are presented, followed by an exploration 167
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of WBAN systems developed on multichannel MAC proto-168

cols. An example of an MAC protocol designed based on169

a single channel is [11]. The authors of this study proposed170

an energy-aware MAC protocol for IoT-enabled WBAN sys-171

tems. They employed a transmission scheduling mechanism172

to duty-cycle the operations of devices to improve the energy173

efficiency of the network. However, because this protocol is174

based on a single channel, more delay and energy consumption175

are experienced during data transmission, owing to collisions176

that cause several retransmissions (ReTs). Although the system177

employed a sleep-wake-up mechanism to increase the lifetime178

of the network, the problem of channel starvation experi-179

enced by devices with less-critical health packets during data180

transmission was not addressed. In addition, the data packets181

generated by these devices are usually in large amounts,182

and because they have limited channel access, most health183

packets are either dropped off or lost. Consequently, the system184

became unreliable. In contrast to [11], we proposed a multi-185

channel WBAN protocol that uses separate channels for device186

health packet transmission and AP control signal transmission.187

To enhance the efficiency of the network, we proposed a188

channel mapping mechanism and channel selection policy for189

the devices in the network to efficiently make use of the190

channels.191

Zhang et al. [15] proposed an asynchronous duty192

cycle mechanism to minimize collisions and energy con-193

sumption of the WBAN system. However, this work194

focused on a homogeneous-based WBAN system. Another195

homogeneous-based WBAN system was proposed in [16]196

based on the system and different energy-saving strategies,197

which includes moving the major overhead transmissions to198

the personal server, introducing a waiting order state, and199

enabling a retransmission process at the end of all trans-200

missions to reduce the waiting order time and save energy.201

However, more packet transmission delays were experienced,202

which reduced the overall system throughput. In contrast to203

[15] and [16], we propose an MC-HYMAC protocol that can204

cater to the heterogeneity of WBAN systems. In addition,205

a channel mapping mechanism, channel selection policy, and206

dynamic time slot allocation scheme were proposed to enhance207

the overall performance of the system.208

Sun et al. [17] proposed a priority-based MAC protocol to209

improve the efficiency of the WBAN systems. The devices in210

the network are prioritized based on their degree of impor-211

tance, timeout conditions, remaining energy, and sampling212

rate. The total number of device time slots and conflicting213

time slots was adjusted to improve the average packet delivery214

rate. In addition, a time-slot allocation algorithm was proposed215

based on a greedy strategy to improve network performance.216

The algorithm assigns a guaranteed time slot to devices with217

high priorities.218

Thirumoorthy et al. [18] proposed an energy-efficient dis-219

tributed queuing MAC protocol for WBANs. The system220

employed a distributed queuing technique to enhance radio221

channel utilization. In contrast to [17] and [18], we propose a222

multichannel MAC protocol to improve the energy efficiency223

of IoT-enabled WBAN systems. In addition, different resource224

management strategies have been proposed to efficiently utilize225

limited WBAN resources, such as energy, time slot, and 226

bandwidth. For instance, we proposed an adaptive power 227

control scheme to prevent energy wastage, a channel mapping 228

mechanism, a channel selection policy for efficient channel 229

utilization, and a dynamic time-slot allocation scheme to 230

prevent time-slot wastage. 231

Employing a single-channel MAC protocol may not be effi- 232

cient in addressing issues such as energy wastage, delays, and 233

collisions in WBANs. Thus, we reviewed relevant research that 234

employed multichannel MAC protocols to improve WBAN 235

systems. In this direction, Cho et al. [19] proposed a single 236

radio multichannel MAC protocol to improve the energy effi- 237

ciency and reliability of the system, and minimize delay using 238

a data aggregation technique. However, the data aggregation 239

technology is only suitable for homogeneous WBAN systems. 240

Another multichannel MAC protocol was proposed in [20] 241

to mitigate interference and minimize delays in WBANs. 242

A channel mapping technique was employed to determine 243

the channel availability to improve the performance of the 244

system. However, the back-off time policy, power control, and 245

time-slot allocation mechanisms were not considered. More- 246

over, the transition states of the devices were not analyzed. 247

Kirbas et al. [21] designed a multichannel MAC protocol 248

to improve the energy efficiency of WBANs. To achieve 249

this, a collision prevention technique was employed to reduce 250

the device contention period, thereby minimizing the delay. 251

In this study, several devices acted as hubs to aggregate 252

demand. However, updating the real-time information of 253

devices increases their energy consumption, which, in turn, 254

affects network lifetime. In addition, channel mapping and 255

selection mechanisms were not considered, resulting in a high 256

delay in determining which device would access the channel 257

first. In addition, the MAC protocol was designed only for 258

homogeneous WBAN. 259

A multichannel TDMA-based MAC protocol was proposed 260

in [22] to address the energy consumption issue. A channel- 261

mapping technique was employed to analyze the states of the 262

channel to prevent collisions. In addition, a collision avoidance 263

mechanism was proposed to mitigate interference and enhance 264

the efficiency of the system. Nevertheless, the power control 265

and allocation scheme, back-off time policy, and time-slot 266

management scheme were not considered; thus, the likelihood 267

of energy wastage and shortened lifespan of the devices would 268

occur in this network. 269

A time-sharing multichannel MAC protocol based on the 270

TDMA scheme for WBAN systems was proposed [23]. In this 271

study, the authors considered a channel selection strategy 272

to mitigate inference, reduce delay, and improve the energy 273

efficiency of the system. Each device in the network was allo- 274

cated a time slot and channel for data transmission. However, 275

because the protocol was not designed for a single WBAN, the 276

likelihood of collisions was high because a collision-avoidance 277

mechanism was not considered. In addition, methods to effi- 278

ciently utilize the limited power resources of the WBAN 279

system to avoid energy wastage were not considered. 280

Rasheed et al. [24] proposed a modified superframe struc- 281

ture (MSS-IEEE 802.15.4) based on the IEEE 802.15.4 stan- 282

dard to address energy consumption and delay problems. 283
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A priority-based CSMA/CA mechanism was employed, and284

different priorities were allocated to the nodes by adjusting285

their data size and data type.286

Unlike previous studies (e.g., [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],287

and [24]), we propose a heterogeneous-based MC-HYMAC288

protocol that combines the benefits of the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-289

dard, CSMA/CA, and TDMA schemes to prevent collisions290

and allocate time slots according to the priority of the devices.291

To effectively and efficiently utilize WBAN-limited resources,292

we propose novel resource management strategies, such as an293

adaptive power control and allocation mechanism, a channel294

selection scheme, and a dynamic back-off time policy. In addi-295

tion, we employ a finite-state discrete-time Markov model296

to analyze the device transition states and channel states for297

accurate decision-making. Based on this model, the probability298

of moving from one state to another is determined by summing299

all transition probabilities and their frequencies.300

III. PROPOSED METHOD301

In this section, we present the proposed MC-HYMAC302

system architecture, mathematical model, channel mapping303

mechanism, channel modeling, back-off time policy, and the304

time-slot management scheme in the following.305

A. System Architecture306

Herein, we propose an MC-HYMAC system consisting of307

A WBANs and B biomedical devices that transmit their health308

packets in N different channels. For each WBAN, we assume309

a heterogeneous scenario, in which the network consists of310

different types of devices with different roles and capabilities.311

Some devices act as ordinary biomedical sensor nodes that312

can only collect and send health data to an access point313

(AP) that can perform edge AI tasks. Consequently, all the314

computational overhead and energy consumption that the edge315

AI would have introduced to individual biomedical devices316

based on complex tasks related to data collection, processing,317

analysis, and decision-making were moved to the AP side.318

In general, the AP acts as a coordinator and local processor.319

It collects all the sensed health information from biomedical320

devices through IoT communication technology and stores it321

temporarily in its buffer. However, to minimize the delays322

associated with the time spent by the AP in providing services323

to the devices and considering the time-sensitive nature of324

the devices, we proposed an edge AI system with mobile325

edge computing (MEC) device. MEC is a computing paradigm326

that enables computations at the network edge. It has various327

advantages, such as low energy consumption, low delay, and328

high quality of service.329

Consequently, we shifted the major computations of the AP330

to the MEC to reduce the computational time and power of331

the overall network. MEC has large computational resources,332

handles computations faster, and is more efficient than the AP.333

The MEC is deployed at the base station to provide real-time334

computing services to the WBAN devices. The AP serves as335

an intermediary between the MEC and devices. Therefore, the336

MEC forwards the processed health information of the devices337

to the cloud server and from the cloud server to the hospital338

server for timely and accurate decision-making [25]. Fig. 1339

Fig. 1. Proposed MC-HYMAC architecture with MEC.

presents the system architecture of the proposed MC-HYMAC 340

system. 341

B. System Model 342

In each WBAN, one channel is dedicated to the AP for 343

sending control signals, such as the distribution of channels 344

and time slots. Biomedical devices use the remaining chan- 345

nels for health packet transmissions. Biomedical devices are 346

assumed to have two types of health packets: critical and 347

less critical. The critical and less-critical health packets are 348

dynamically grouped into category 1 (C1) and category 2 349

(C2), respectively, based on their data type, payload size, 350

and priority. The critical health packets are emergency-based 351

data that need urgent attention, while the less-critical health 352

packets are normal health data. We assumed that not all the 353

devices in the network have data to send. Therefore, (C2) 354

devices that have data to send would contend for transmission 355

opportunities using the CSMA/CA protocol. For critical health 356

packet generation, the devices will send an emergency beacon 357

message to the MEC through the AP without contention since 358

they are delay-intolerant. In addition, if the control channel 359

is free and has no available data channels, then the control 360

channels can be used by biomedical devices with critical 361

health packets to transmit their data. The modeling of the 362

proposed MC-HYMAC protocol is based on the following 363

assumptions. In each WBAN, one channel is dedicated to the 364

AP to send control signals, such as the distribution of channels 365

and time slots, while the biomedical devices use the remaining 366

channels for health packet transmissions. Biomedical devices 367

are assumed to have two types of health packets: critical and 368

less critical. The critical and less-critical health packets were 369

dynamically grouped into category 1 (C1) and category 2 370

(C2), respectively, based on their data type, payload size, 371

and priority. Critical health packets are emergency-based data 372

requiring urgent attention, while the less-critical health packets 373

are normal health data. We assumed that not all the devices 374

in the network have data to send. Therefore, (C2) devices that 375

have data to send would contend for transmission opportuni- 376

ties using the CSMA/CA protocol. For critical health packet 377
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generation, the devices send an emergency beacon message378

to the MEC through the AP without contention because they379

are delay-intolerant. In addition, if the control channel is380

free and has no available data channels, then the control381

channels can be used by biomedical devices with critical health382

packets to transmit their data. The modeling of the proposed383

MC-HYMAC protocol is based on the following assumptions.384

1) A sense-and-send approach was used.385

2) The traffic arrival follows a Poisson process.386

3) The devices in the network are assumed to have a fixed387

power level for a particular state, but, then, different388

power levels are used across the different states.389

4) The devices are assumed to perform two types of oper-390

ations including the transmission of health packets to391

the MEC through the AP and the reception of control392

commands from the MEC through the AP.393

C. Mathematical Model394

In the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol, the total number of395

WBANs is modeled as a set of A = {a1, a2, . . . , aA}, the total396

number of biomedical devices is modeled as a set of B =397

{b1, b2, . . . , bB}, and the total number of channels is modeled398

as CH = {ch1, ch2, . . . , chCH}. Consequently, all the APs in399

all the WBANs transmit the control signal from the MEC to400

the biomedical devices using the first channel, denoted by a401

set of CH, and the remaining CH−1 channels are allocated to402

the WBANs biomedical devices for communication. Following403

this, suppose that, out of the CH total channels in the network,404

R channels are dedicated to a WBAN; therefore, the first R405

channel is used by the AP to send the control signals, whereas406

the remaining R−1 channels are used as data channels by407

biomedical devices with C1 and C2. The devices with C1 are408

modeled as D = {d1, d2, . . . , dD} ∀ d ∈ B, and the devices409

with C2 are modeled as G = {g1, g2, . . . , gG} ∀ g ∈ B. In a410

WBAN, only devices that have data to send are allocated411

channels, whereas others switch to sleep mode to save energy.412

Moreover, resources are allocated to the devices based on their413

priorities (ϕ) using the following equation:414

ϕ =
dT

λr Plen
(1)415

where dT is the data type, λr is the rate at which the traffic416

is generated, and Plen is the length of the packet.417

D. MC-HYMAC Channel Access Mechanism418

A channel access mechanism is used to divide the available419

WBAN channels between the WBAN devices and AP by420

regulating the channels used. The C1 and C2 channel access421

mechanisms are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.422

1) Channel Mapping Mechanism: In this study, we propose423

a channel-mapping policy with which WBANs’ biomedical424

devices access the channel based on the availability of the425

channels. Recall that, in a WBAN, the first R channel is426

used as the control channel, whereas the R−1 channels427

are used as data channels. Therefore, we denote when a428

WBAN device gains access to the channel as 1 and when a429

WBAN device fails to access the channel as 0. Consequently,430

Fig. 2. Critical channel access mechanism.

Fig. 3. Less-critical health packet channel access mechanism.

the channel-mapping matrix for accessing the channels is 431

expressed as 432

an
xy =

{
1, if ax accessed chy

0, if ax failed to access chy
∀ x ∈ A ∀ y ∈ CH. 433

(2) 434

Assuming that WBAN ax and ax+1 simultaneously transmit 435

their packets using the same frequency spectrum, interference 436

would occur. The interference matrix is modeled as 437

Ixy =

{
1, if ax interferes with ax+1

0, if ax does not interfere with ax+1
∀ x ∈ A. 438

(3) 439

In the proposed protocol, 1 denotes the possibility that 440

two WBANs interfere with one another, and 0 denotes the 441

possibility of no interference. However, the focus of this study 442

is not on interference mitigation but on improving energy 443

efficiency and throughput, prolonging the network lifetime, 444

and minimizing delay and packet drop ratio. 445

2) Channel Selection Policy: In the proposed MC-HYMAC 446

protocol, we assumed there are nine channels. Each channel 447

is allocated a sequence number that ranges from 1 to 9. For 448

each WBAN, before any communication commences, the AP 449

checks the channels to determine free channels and creates a 450

list of channel states. We assume that 11 in the list denotes 451

that the referenced channel is available, whereas 00 denotes 452

that the reference channel is unavailable, as shown in Fig. 4. 453

Therefore, among the free channels, the AP selects a channel 454

that is not occupied as the control channel, and all the devices 455

listen to the channel for an incoming control command. It is 456

important to note that other available channels can also be 457

used as communication channels. The devices with C2 health 458

packets to transmit employ the CSMA/CA scheme to obtain 459

contention allocations for the transmission of their health 460
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Fig. 4. Channel plane of multichannel in the MC-HYMAC protocol.

information (H-Info). H-Info does not contain the payload (i.e.,461

actual intended health data). Consequently, after each channel462

is allocated to a device, the AP updates the channel list to463

prevent collisions [26].464

E. Channel Modeling465

In this section, we mathematically model the effect of the466

communication channel used to propagate generated health467

data from the patient’s body to the AP. To achieve this,468

in the proposed system, we considered the effects of path loss,469

shadowing, fading, and power decay in a WBAN setting when470

modeling the WBAN communication channel. We consider471

the characteristics of WBAN communication channel path472

loss, which includes a distance-dependent path loss model473

with a path loss exponent of the considered communication474

environment and a small-scale fading effect modeled using a475

Rayleigh fading model. We modeled the path loss between a476

biomedical device and the AP using the empirical power decay477

law [26] as follows:478

Pd (d B) = Pd0 + 10 n log10
d
d0

(4)479

where Pd represents the path, Pd0 denotes the distance, and480

n denotes the path-loss exponent. In general, the shadowing481

effect is introduced in the communication channel as a result482

of human body variation based on the environment. Therefore,483

combining shadowing with (4) gives a total path loss, which484

is modeled as485

Pt = Pd + S f (5)486

where St represents the shadowing factor.487

F. Back-Off Time Policy488

To prolong the lifetime of the network and minimize489

energy consumption and delay, the benefits of IEEE 802.15.4,490

TDMA, and CSMA/CA protocols were combined in this study.491

We employed the IEEE 802.15.4 standard due to its potential492

to provide solutions for low-rate low-power wireless networks,493

such as WBANs. The TDMA scheme was used to allocate494

time slots to the devices. The CSMA/CA scheme is employed495

as a collision avoidance scheme to prevent repeated periodic496

collisions. After a collision occurs in the CAP, the devices497

perform a random back-off and contend to access the channel498

again. The back-off time determines the possibility of the499

devices gaining access to the channel. The shorter the back-off500

time, the higher the possibility of contending for a channel. 501

However, a short back-off time increases the number of ReTs; 502

therefore, an efficient back-off time scheme is required. The 503

conventional back-off schemes adopt an exponential back- 504

off method. In this case, if a device transmits when the 505

channel is busy, it performs a random back-off process by 506

selecting from interval (0, CW). The contention, denoted 507

by CW(2δ
− 1), depends on the number of failed health 508

packet transmissions, and the back-off exponent, denoted by 509

δ, is set to a minimum of 3. For the first packet transmission 510

attempt in a WBAN, the devices CW are set to a minimum 511

value denoted by CWMIN, whereas, in the case of a failed 512

transmission, CW is doubled to a maximum value denoted by 513

CWMAX(2δ
× CWMIN). Therefore, the back-off time counter 514

decreases when the channel is idle. Moreover, the devices back 515

off immediately after transmission is sensed on the channel 516

and then retransmit the packets again when the channel is 517

idle until the back-off time is 0. Thus, the probability of 518

collision is reduced. However, the devices would have to 519

back off several times to achieve successful transmission. 520

Consequently, we propose a new back-off time method for 521

devices by setting a threshold for the contention value (CWth). 522

Assume that the bit error rate is 0. Then, CWth is expressed 523

as 524

CWth =
1
2

(CWMIN + CWMAX). (6) 525

A WBAN is configured to have a maximum value of δ = 526

5 based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which allows five 527

back-off slots ranging from 0 to 31, i.e., 0–1, 0–15, 0–31, 0– 528

31, and 0–31 [27]. This implies that the proposed back-off 529

algorithm allows devices to contend five times for a channel. 530

Suppose that the back-off time is uniformly distributed; then, 531

the optimal time for accessing the channel is computed. For 532

example, in the proposed protocol, δ is a random value 533

ranging from 0 ≥ 5. Therefore, the back-off time slot and 534

the mean value of the back-off time (Col) are expressed 535

as 536

CW = 2δ
− 1 (7) 537

E |Col| =
1

a + 1

a∑
m=0

m. (8) 538

Let us assume that, in a WBAN, we averaged three colli- 539

sions, and then, a is determined 540

a = 2δ
− 1 = 23

− 1 = 7. (9) 541

Substituting (9) in (8) gives 542

E |Col| =
1

a + 1

a∑
m=0

m =
1

7 + 1

7∑
m=0

(0 + 1 + . . . + 7)

(10)

543

∴ E |Col| = E(3) ≈ 3. (11) 544

With respect to the optimal value given in (8), CWth is the 545

corresponding back-off time slot. It is important to mention 546

that the C1 devices have less delay than the C2 devices 547

during transmission. The back-off scheme is presented in 548

Algorithm 1. 549
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Algorithm 1 Proposed MC-HYMAC Back-Off Time Scheme
Require: ⇒ Biomedical devices that have data packet to transmit,

back-off time-slot, δ, CW, CWM AX , CWM I N , CWth
Ensure: M I Nδ = 3, M AXδ = 5

1: locate the boundary slot
2: check channel state
3: if channel is idle then
4: perform clear channel assessment (CCA)
5: else channel state is busy
6: assign δ = 3
7: back-off using CWM I N
8: check channel state
9: end if

10: if channel state is still busy then
11: back-off using CWM AX
12: assign δ = 5
13: reset CW with a default value of 2
14: back-off again
15: wait for acknowledgment (ack)
16: end if
17: if channel state is idle then
18: decrease CW by 1 until it reaches 0
19: end if
20: if ax access the channel chy successfully then
21: assign 1 using (2)
22: else set back-off time as CWM I N
23: end if
24: if ax failed to access chy then
25: assign 0 using (2)
26: go to step 2 and step 3
27: repeat until channel contention is successful
28: end if

G. Time-Slot Management Scheme550

In the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol, we consider551

a heterogeneous-based WBAN system, in which WBAN552

biomedical devices have different priorities, data types, and553

data rates. The data rates of the devices usually vary from554

one device to another. For instance, a blood pressure sensor555

has 1.92 kb/s, an electrocardiography (ECG) sensor 192 kb/s,556

an electromyography (EMG) sensor 1536 kb/s, and a tem-557

perature sensor 1 kb/s. MEC allocates slots to the devices558

based on their data rate [28]. The MEC computes the num-559

ber of slots to be allocated to each device and sends the560

details of the computations to the AP to avoid time-slot561

wastage562

ζ =
Dr

Sl
(12)563

ζ/ f r =
ζ

50 f r/sec
(13)564

Snum =

⌈
ζ

ω

⌉
(14)565

where Dr , ζ , Sl , ζ/ f r , Snum, and ω denote the data rate, the566

number of symbols, the length of symbols, the number of567

symbols per frame, the number of slots, and the number of568

symbols per slot, respectively. Therefore, based on (12)–(14),569

the MEC assigns a time slot to each WBAN device through570

the AP. For example, two slots are allocated to an EEG sensor571

device, and one slot is allocated to the pulse rate device.572

Thereafter, the AP stores the time-slot values for each device573

in the form of an array. In the case of C1 detection, the device574

Algorithm 2 Time-Slot Management Scheme
Require: {d1, d2, . . . , dD} with C1, {g1, g2, . . . , gG} with C2
Ensure: ϕ, Dr , Sr , ζ , ζ/ f r , Snum , ω

1: for each d in C1 do:
2: use (1) to calculate their ϕ
3: compute ζ , ζ/ f r using (12) and (13)
4: compute an optimal time-slot using (14)
5: AP store time-slot values ∀ d ∈ D
6: end for
7: for each g in C2 do
8: use (1) to calculate their ϕ
9: compute ζ , ζ/ f r using (12) and (13)

10: compute an optimal time-slot using (14)
11: AP store time-slot values ∀ g ∈ G
12: end for

Fig. 5. Proposed MC-HYMAC state transition diagram.

with C1 is assumed to have a higher priority based on (1), 575

and the MEC assigns a time slot through the AP. We assume 576

that the devices with C2 have low priority and are assigned a 577

CAP slot. The time-slot management scheme is presented in 578

Algorithm 2. 579

IV. MARKOV ANALYSIS 580

To determine the different states of biomedical devices, 581

we propose a discrete-time finite-state Markov model. Based 582

on this model, the following holds. 583

1) Control and data requests arrive independently at their 584

respective destinations. 585

2) The devices have the capacity to store a finite number 586

of health packets. 587

3) The biomedical devices cannot transmit health packets 588

to the AP and receive control packets/signals from the 589

AP, simultaneously. 590

4) In each WBAN, the devices in the network have different 591

transmission probabilities based on their priority class. 592

5) The proposed system supports an ReT process and is 593

regarded as a truncated Poisson distribution process. 594

The proposed Markov model has a finite number of states that 595

denote different statuses of a device. The devices can change 596

their status at any time in correspondence with the transitions 597

between all possible states. 598

A. Discrete-Time Markov Chain 599

In the proposed model, the states of the devices are modeled, 600

and all possible transitions and their probabilities are iden- 601

tified. The proposed Markov model with different transition 602

probabilities and the transition states based on the time interval 603

are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. 604

Based on the Markov property, the future states depend only 605

on the present state and not on the past, that is, the past state 606

does not have anything to do with how a state gets to its present 607
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Fig. 6. Different transition states versus time intervals (t).

state or future predictions [29]. However, the past state could608

be helpful in determining future states more accurately.609

Let the discrete time be represented as n such that n =610

0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,∞. The arrival requests are modeled using the611

Bernoulli distribution process and are denoted as p, whereas612

the service time is represented as q and follows a geometric613

distribution. Thus, we represent the system state as Xn , where614

n is the number of transitions or time. Assuming that X0 is615

the starting state of the system, X0 can be assumed to be a616

given or random variable. As a consequence, the probability617

of transitioning from one state to another and the probability618

of arriving at state j after n + 1 transitions ∀ past transitions619

are modeled in (15) and (16), respectively, while the state620

transition matrix is shown as621

pi j = P(Xn+1 = j |Xn = i) ∀ n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (15)622

pi j = P(Xn+1 = j |Xn = i),P(Xn−1 = i − 1)623

P(Xn−2 = i − 2), . . . , X0∀ t ≥ 0, i, j, i − 1, . . . ∈ S (16)624

P (n)
=



0 1 2 3 . . .

0 p00 p01 p02 p03 . . .

1 p10 p11 p12 P13 . . .

2 p20 p21 p22 p23 . . .

3 p30 p31 p32 p33 . . .

. .

. .

. .


. (17)625

In (15) and (16), pi j denotes the discrete-time transition626

probability function where i is the source state and j is the627

final or destination state, while S = {SC1,C2
0 , SC1,C2

1 , SC1,C2
2 ,628

SC1,C2
3 , SC1,C2

4 } is a set of finite sample spaces [30]. Here, SC1,C2
0629

is the sleep state, SC1,C2
1 is the idle state, SC1,C2

2 is the active630

state, SC1,C2
3 is the receive state, and SC1,C2

4 is the transmit state.631

Following this, the possible state of transitions are modeled as632

P00 = (1 − p)p (18)633

P12 = (1 − q)p (19)634

P21 = (1 − p)q (20)635

P44 = (1 − p)(1 − q) + pq (21)636

f t
i j = P(Xn+1 = j |X0 = i). (22)637

where Xn denotes the final state after n iterations, and 638

X0 denotes the initial state. Moreover, there could be several 639

transitioning states between i and j ; thus, to find the final state 640

j , the state before the final state must be identified first, which 641

is modeled as 642

f 0
i j =

{
1, if i = j
0, if i ̸= j

∀ i, j ∈ S. (23) 643

It is noteworthy to mention here that the number of transitions 644

involved in getting to the n −1th state is insignificant and the 645

system starts from the initial state X0 and not the n − 1th 646

state. Following this, the probability of one step transition is 647

modeled as 648

f 1
i j = Pi j. (24) 649

Therefore, the probability of going back to its own state is 650

expressed as 651

fi i = 1. (25) 652

Based on the law of total probability, we modeled the n-step 653

transition as 654

P(Xn+1 = j |X0 = i) = P(Xn = j |X0 = i) ∀ n = f (n)
i j . 655

(26) 656

Moreover, the final state can be computed once a state n−1 is 657

reached, and this is also known as a recursion equation and is 658

modeled as 659

f t
i j =

r∑
e=i

f (n−1)
ie Pej ∀ i, j ∈ S (27) 660

where the start or initial state is denoted by X0 = i after f n
i j 661

transition numbers. Consequently, the final state, denoted by 662

Xn = j , can be calculated. The random initial state and the 663

sum of all the transition states after the first state are modeled 664

as 665

P(Xn = j) =

r∑
i=1

P(X0 = i) f n
i j (28) 666

f n
i j =

r∑
i=1

f (n−1)
i1 P1 j ∀ i, j ∈ S. (29) 667

The probability of the transition state for n number of transi- 668

tions is modeled as 669

f n
i j =

r∑
e=1

f (n−1)
ie Pej ∀ n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (30) 670

Furthermore, to determine the probability that a Markov chain 671

after n number of transitions with some initial state Xn
i J 672

converge to a steady state π j can be modeled by taking the 673

limn→∞ of both sides in (30) to form (31) [24] as 674

lim
n→∞

f n
i j = lim

n→∞

r∑
e=1

f (n−1)
ie Pej ∀ n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (31) 675

Thus, from (31), we derive 676

π j =

n∑
e=0

πe Pej ∀ j (32) 677

latdo
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where π denotes the frequency of the transition from all678

possible states in the system to the final state j . From Fig. 3,679

it can be deduced that the steady-state transition probability of680

any state can be determined by changing j’s value such that681

π1P40, π2P20, and π3P10 are some of the transition frequencies682

to state 0, whereas the sum of the transition frequencies to state683

0 is modeled as684

π0 =

n∑
u=0

πu Pu0 ∀ n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (33)685

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE686

PROPOSED SYSTEM687

In this section, we analyze the proposed system based on688

the energy consumption of the devices and the time spent by689

the devices to transmit health packets and delays. In addition,690

we presented an adaptive power control and allocation scheme.691

This is described in detail in the following.692

A. Energy Consumption and Time Analysis693

In practice, energy consumption is related to the device’s694

behavior. A network with less busy traffic has lower energy695

consumption compared to a network with busy traffic. First,696

we present the total time spent when the channel is busy in697

a WBAN for devices with C1 and C2. We assume that the698

total numbers of devices that have C1 and C2 to transmit are699

denoted as k and h, respectively, ∀ k ∈ D and ∀ h ∈ G,700

respectively. The average arrival times of devices with C1 and701

C2 are denoted by T C1
avg = (1/λ)T and T C2

avg = (1/λ)T ,702

respectively. We assume that, during the first CCA, the channel703

is busy when other devices transmit their health packets. Thus,704

let kT represent the total number of health packets that are705

served when the channel is busy and is modeled [24] as706

kT =
1

1 − ηC1
. (34)707

The total time spent when the channel is busy (ηC1) is modeled708

as709

ηC1 =
1
λr

(
T C1

W + T C1
B + T C1

S + 2T C1
RT + 2T C1

C + T C1
D

)
(35)710

where T C1
W , T C1

B , T C1
S , T C1

RT , T C1
C , and T C1

D represent the wake-711

up time, the back-off time when the channel is busy, the712

startup time from SC1
1 to SC1

4 , the random waiting time to713

receive an acknowledgment (ack) message, the control packet714

transmission time, and the data transmission time. The time715

interval in which k−1 devices spent in the channel is modeled716

as717

T C1
k−1 = (k − 1)T C1

k718

×

(
T C1

W + T C1
CCA + T C1

S + 2T C1
RT + 2T C1

C + T C1
D

)
719

×(1 − τ) (36)720

where T C1
k and τ denote the total time spent in the channel721

and the probability of packet loss, respectively. Consequently,722

the total time spent by a device with C1 traffic in each state723

is modeled as724

T C1
t = T C1

S0
+ T C1

S1
+ T C1

S2
+ T C1

S3
+ T C1

S4
∀ d ∈ D (37)725

where T C1
S0

is the time spent in the sleep state, which includes 726

the wake-up time; T C1
S1

is the time spent in the idle state, which 727

includes the random waiting time; T C1
S2

is the time spent in the 728

active state, which includes the back-off time and the CCA 729

time; T C1
S3

is the time spent in the receiving state for receiving 730

control packets from the MEC through the AP; and T C1
S4

is 731

the time spent in the transmission state, which includes the 732

startup time, the data transmission time, the beacon time, and 733

the acknowledgment time. Thus, the total power spent by a 734

device in each state is modeled as 735

PC1
S = PC1

S0

(
T C1

S0

)
+ PC1

S1

(
T C1

S1

)
+ PC1

S2

(
T C1

S2

)
736

+PC1
S3

(
T C1

S3

)
+ PC1

S4

(
T C1

S4

)
∀ d ∈ D. (38) 737

The average energy consumed by devices with C1 (EC1) is 738

modeled as 739

EC1 =

(
PC1

S1

(
λT −

(
T C1

W + T C1
S + 2T C1

RT + 2T C1
C + T C1

CCA 740

+ T C1
D + T C1

beaconφ
C1

))
+ PC1

S4
T C1

W + PC1
S3

T C1
beaconφ

C1 741

+PC1
S3

(
T C1

S + 2T C1
RT + 2T C1

C

)
+ PC1

CCAT C1
CCA N C1

CCA

)/
λT 742

+ EC1
A

(
φC1 T C1

beacon + T C1
B

)
(39) 743

where PC1
S1

, PC1
S3

, PC1
S4

, and PC1
CCA represent the power con- 744

sumption in the idle state, the receive state, the transmission 745

state, and CCA, respectively. In addition, φC1 , T C1
beacon, T C1

CCA, 746

λT , and N C1
CCA represent the probability that the channel 747

is busy, the time taken to transmit a beacon message, the 748

CCA transmission time, the average arrival time, and the 749

total number of CCA until the health packet is transmitted 750

successfully to the destination, respectively. The CCA was 751

assumed to have a maximum number of 2. 752

For the devices with C2, we denoted the number of health 753

packets that are served when the channel is busy as hT and is 754

modeled as 755

hT =
1

1 − ηC2
. (40) 756

Therefore, the total time spent by the C2 devices when the 757

channel is busy ηC2 is modeled as 758

ηC2 =
1
λT

(
T C2

S + T C2
beacon + 2T C2

RT + 2T C2
C 759

+ T C2
CCA + T C2

D + T C2
ack + T C2

p + T C2
avgbφ

C2

)
(41) 760

where T C2
p and T C2

avgb are the propagation and average arrival 761

times between the two beacons, respectively. Following this, 762

the total time and power spent by a device with C2 traffic in 763

each state are modeled and (43) as 764

T C2
t = T C2

S0
+ T C2

S1
+ T C2

S2
+ T C2

S3
+ T C2

S4
∀ g ∈ G (42) 765

PC2
S = PC2

S0

(
T C2

S0

)
+ PC2

S1

(
T C2

S1

)
766

+ PC2
S2

(
T C2

S2

)
+ PC2

S3

(
T C2

S3

)
+ PC2

S4

(
T C2

S4

)
∀ g ∈ G.

(43)
767
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The average energy consumed by the devices with C2 (EC2) in768

the receive state, transmit state, and during the back-off period769

is modeled as770

EC2 = EC2
E + EC2

B + EC2
S3

+ EC2
S4

(44)771

where EC2
E denotes the energy consumed during the idle state,772

startup, back-off, CCA, data transmission, and average beacon773

arrival time. EC2
B is the energy spent during back-off, EC2

S3
is774

the energy spent in the receiving state, and EC2
S4

is the energy775

consumed in the transmission state. Therefore, EC2
E , EC2

B , EC2
S3

,776

and EC2
S4

are expressed as777

EC2
E = PC2

S1

(
λT −

(
T C2

S + T C2
beacon + T C2

CCA778

+ T C2
D + T C2

ack + T C2
avgbφ

C2

)
(45)779

EC2
W b = PC2

S3

(
T C2

avgbρ
C2

)
(46)780

EC2
S3

= PC2
S3

(
T C2

S + 2T C2
C + 2T C2

p

)
(47)781

EC2
S4

= PC2
S4

(
T C2

D

)
. (48)782

From (45) to (48), we derive (49), which is the average783

energy consumed by the C2 devices784

EC2 =

(
PC2

S1

(
λT −

(
T C2

S + T C2
beacon + T C2

CCA785

+ T C2
D + T C2

ack + T C2
avgbφ

C1

))
+

(
PC2

S3
T C2

avgb

)
786

+

(
PC2

S3
T C2

beaconTexφ
C2

)
+

(
PC2

S3
T C2

S + 2T C2
p + 2T C2

C

)
787

+ (PC2
S4

T C2
D )

)/
λT (49)788

where Tex is the extra time spent transmitting the beacon.789

Furthermore, we optimize the time spent by the devices in790

each state by setting a time constraint (t) to assign different791

time to a biomedical device in the different states, i.e., S792

= {SC1,C2
0 , SC1,C2

1 , SC1,C2
2 , SC1,C2

3 , SC1,C2
4 } using the following793

equation:794

tn = tS0 + tS1 + tS2 + tS3 + tS4 = 1 (50)795

where tS0 , tS1 , tS2 , tS3 , and tS4 are the total time spent during796

the sleep, idle, active, receive, and transmit states, respectively.797

The power spent by the devices in each state is optimized by798

computing a power resource allocation solution to optimally799

assign power to devices. Therefore, we present an adaptive-800

based power–resource allocation scheme in Algorithm 3.801

B. Delay Analysis802

We employ an M/M/1 queuing model [29] to formulate the803

average delay (DC1
avg) experienced during C1 transmission. The804

DC1
avg is modeled as805

DC1
avg = φT C1

B +
λ2

r V ar(S)

2(1 − ρ)
806

+

(
T C1

beacon + T C1
W +

(
T C1

D + 2T C1
RT + 2T C1

C

))
(51)807

where the utilization is ρ = (λr/µ), the mean service time808

distribution (S) is µ = (1/S), and the variance of the service809

Algorithm 3 Adaptive Power Control Scheme
Require: D = {d1, d2, . . . , dD}, G = {g1, g2, . . . , gG}, tn =

{t1, t2, t3, t4}
Ensure: PC1,C2

S0
,PC1,C2

S1
,PC1,C2

S2
,PC1,C2

S3
,PC1,C2

S4
}, PC1,C2

S2
is the

power spent during the active state
1: for each d with C1 do:
2: set a time constraint using (45)
3: find an optimal power allocation for SC1

0 s.t. 0 ≤ tS0 ≤

1 and Pmin ≤ PC1
S0

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC1
0

4: calculate an optimal power allocation for SC1
1 s.t. 0 ≤

tS1 ≤ 1 and Pmin ≤ PC1
S1

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC1
1

5: find an optimal power allocation for SC1
2 s.t. 0 ≤ tS2 ≤

1 and Pmin ≤ PC1
S2

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC1
2

6: determine an optimal power allocation for SC1
3 s.t. 0 ≤

tS3 ≤ 1 and Pmin ≤ PC1
S3

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC1
3

7: calculate an optimal power allocation for SC1
4 s.t. 0 ≤

tS4 ≤ 1 and Pmin ≤ PC1
S4

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC1
4

8: end for
9: for each g with C2 do:

10: set a time constraint using (45)
11: find an optimal power allocation for SC2

0 s.t. 0 ≤ tS0 ≤

1 and Pmin ≤ PC2
S0

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC2
0

12: determine an optimal power allocation for SC2
1 s.t. 0 ≤

tS1 ≤ 1 and Pmin ≤ PC2
S1

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC2
1

13: calculate an optimal power allocation for SC2
2 s.t. 0 ≤

tS2 ≤ 1 and Pmin ≤ PC2
S2

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC2
2

14: find an optimal power allocation for SC2
3 s.t. 0 ≤ tS3 ≤

1 and Pmin ≤ PC2
S3

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC2
3

15: get an optimal power allocation for SC2
4 s.t. 0 ≤ tS4 ≤

1 and Pmin ≤ PC2
S4

≤ Pmax , ∀ d ∈ SC2
4

16: end for

time is Var(S). For the C2 transmission, the average delay is 810

modeled in (52) as 811

DC2
avg = φ

(
T C2

B + T C2
CAP + T C2

CFP

)
+

(
T C2

D + 2T C2
RT + 2T C2

C

)
. 812

(52) 813

VI. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 814

Several standards, including IEEE 802.15.6 [31], ESTI 815

SmartBAN [32], and IEEE 802.15.4 [33], have been used 816

to cater to different WBAN requirements and applications. 817

These standards were designed to address specific require- 818

ments and use cases of wireless communication systems. 819

The IEEE 802.15.6 focuses on WBANs, whereas ETSI 820

SmartBAN is tailored for medical device communication. 821

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard was designed for devices that 822

require low-cost and low-data-rate connectivity. Among these 823

three wireless communication standards, IEEE 802.15.4 is 824

regarded as the most fully developed short-range standard 825

with a wide range of applications for WBANs in health- 826

care [34]. Moreover, to address the constraints posed by 827

energy scarcity and processing power of biomedical devices, 828

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard incorporates suitable physical 829

latdo
Sticky Note
Please, kingly help to change "receiving state" to "receive state"
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and MAC layers for battery-operated devices. In addition,830

IEEE 802.15.4 supports the design of mechanisms such831

as time-slotted access and multichannel communication to832

improve the performance of WBAN [34].833

In this work, based on the IEEE 802.15.4 [35] standard for834

WBAN, we proposed a new hybrid CSMA/CA and TDMA835

protocol different from [11], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],836

[21], [22], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], and [41] to address dif-837

ferent shortcomings, such as channel utilization issue, energy838

consumption issue, time slot and energy wastage issues, and839

delay issue, in the existing MAC protocols. The proposed840

protocol consists of four phases, namely, the contention access841

phase (CAP), the contention free phase (CFP), the extended842

access phase (EAP), and the inactive phase (IP). We introduced843

an EAP for the transmission of C1. In addition, the proposed844

MC-HYMAC protocol operates in beacon-enabled mode, and845

we assumed that the major operation of the devices is to trans-846

mit their health packets to the AP. The superframe structure847

of the system starts with a beacon message from the AP; it848

has the address of the AP and the devices at the start and end849

of the phases.850

At the beginning of a cycle, all devices in the network851

are assumed to be in the sleep state, waiting for a ready-852

to-receive (RTR) beacon message from the AP. We employ853

a wake-up radio to switch the devices on and off [42],854

[43] to enhance the energy efficiency of the system. The855

wake-up radio operates by switching on the main radio of856

the device when an incoming signal is sensed. Consequently,857

the devices promptly switched to the active state. During the858

CAP, the devices with C2 that has health packets to trans-859

mit would contend to transmit their H-Info by applying the860

CSMA/CA scheme using their own CW. Every successfully861

contended H-Info has its own unique information, including862

the device ID that will be used during transmission. After the863

AP successfully receives the H-Info, a total acknowledgment864

(T-ack) message is sent. The T-ack message has the channel865

number allocated to the devices, the transmission order, and866

the GTS. It is sent at the end of the CAP instead of after each867

received C2 to reduce the device waiting time delay and save868

energy.869

When C1 is generated, the device with C1 sends an emer-870

gency information (E-Info) to the AP without any contention.871

The AP sends a T-ack message to the devices upon reception872

of the E-Info. The T-ack message has a transmission order873

and specific time slot that would be used during the EAP. The874

transmission of E-Info is performed using the EAP, so as not to875

interfere with the C2 transmission. The superframe structure of876

the proposed protocol is presented in Fig. 7, where the beacon877

interval is BI = aBaseSuperframDuration × 2BO and the878

supframe duration is SD = BaseSuperframDuration×2SO. The879

operation of the proposed MC-HYMAC scheme is presented880

in Algorithm 4.881

A queuing order Qorder state is introduced for efficient882

transmission and energy conservation. In this state, only the883

synchronous clock of the devices is allowed to work, whereas884

all other operations are stopped. The devices were assumed885

to enter the Qorder state based on their priority. An M/M/1886

Algorithm 4 Proposed MC-HYMAC Operation Scheme
Require: C1 and C2 ready to transmit
Ensure: back-off time, Snum , CWth

1: for the beginning of a cycle do
2: AP send RTR to the devices
3: C2 devices start the CAP to send H-Info
4: use the Ch1 for the CAP
5: apply the CSMA/CA scheme
6: for C2 successful contended devices (σ ) do
7: AP send a T-ack at the end of the CAP
8: check the channel status using algorithm 1
9: assign a Qorder ∀ σ ∈ G

10: allocate time-slot in the CFP using algorithm 2
11: transmit C2 to the AP and send an end beacon
12: AP send an O-ack ∀ successfully received C2
13: end for
14: if a C1 is detected then
15: send E-Info to the AP using the TDMA scheme
16: AP transmit T-ack
17: check the channel status using algorithm 1
18: assign a Qorder ∀ d ∈ D
19: allocate a time-slot in the EAP using algorithm 2
20: transmit C1 to the AP and send an end beacon
21: AP send an O-ack ∀ successfully received C1
22: else
23: go back to step 3
24: end if
25: for each failed transmission do
26: remain in the Qorder state until the end of all the

transmission process
27: send a ReT beacon to the AP
28: repeat step 8 to 11 until an O-ack is received
29: end for
30: end for

queuing model is employed by using the first-in–first-out 887

(F/I/F/O) approach to model the arrival and service rates of 888

the devices. Devices in the Qorder state can only be activated 889

to another active state with the device ID and their active 890

beacons. In addition, the devices transmit their packets using a 891

TDMA scheme, and at the end of each transmission, they send 892

an end beacon to the AP. Upon receiving the health packets, 893

the AP sends a beacon message to the devices that contain 894

an order acknowledgment (O-ack) to activate the next device 895

with an ID and active beacon. Then, we assume that the next 896

device in the Qorder starts its transmission as soon as an O-ack 897

message is received, whereas no O-ack message is sent in the 898

case of a failed health packet transmission. In this case, the 899

devices involved would remain in the Qoder state until the end 900

of the transmission process, before sending an ReT beacon 901

to prepare the AP for the ReT process to save energy. The 902

AP transmits an O-ack message after receiving an end beacon 903

from the device. 904

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 905

The simulation results of the proposed MC-HYMAC proto- 906

col are presented in this section. We evaluated the performance 907

of the proposed MC-HYMAC through extensive computer 908

simulations using MATLAB and compared it with existing 909

protocols, such as MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.15.4, MG- 910

HYMAC, and HyMAC. The network consisted of A WBANs 911
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Fig. 7. Proposed MC-HYMAC superframe structure.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

and CH channels. In each WBAN, we assume two types of912

devices: D and G, where D devices generate C1, whereas913

G devices generate C2. Also, we assumed a total number of914

nine channels for the three WBANs considered. Each WBAN915

consisted of one AP and ten devices. In addition, we assumed916

that, in each WBAN, three channels were deployed for intra-917

WBAN communication, that is, communication between the918

devices and the AP. The devices communicate with the AP by919

using a single-hop topology. The same unit back-off duration920

of 20 symbols as the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was used,921

that is, 320 µs for 2.4 GHz. The simulation parameters922

employed [24] are listed in Table I. For evaluation and valida-923

tion sakes, the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol was compared924

with some existing protocols, such as MSS-IEEE 802.15.4,925

MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC, using standard926

performance metrics, such as energy efficiency, delay, packet927

drop and packet received (throughput) ratio, and the devices928

lifetime.929

A. Energy Consumption Impact on Number of Devices930

We investigate the impact of energy consumption on the931

number of devices as the devices were varied from 1 to932

10 in this section. The proposed MC-HYMAC was com-933

pared and evaluated with existing protocols, such as MSS-934

IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC,935

in a transmission cycle. To achieve this, the proposed936

MC-HYMAC and existing protocols were configured with ten937

devices in a WBAN system. For the proposed MC-HYMAC938

Fig. 8. Energy consumption against the number of devices.

protocol, we assume that D devices = 4 and G devices = 6. 939

However, we assume that not all devices have data packets to 940

be sent in each cycle. Therefore, the MC-HYMAC algorithms 941

were enabled during the simulations and disabled during the 942

simulations of existing protocols. 943

Also, the MC-HYMAC and other existing protocols are set 944

to a transmission probability of 0.8, and we present the results 945

of the simulations in Fig. 8. 946

We observed from Fig. 8 that, as the number of devices 947

varies from 1 to 10, more energy was dissipated. However, 948

because of the proposed algorithms and the different energy 949

resource management strategies considered, the devices saved 950

a reasonable amount of energy during their operations. In addi- 951

tion, it was observed that the MC-HYMAC protocol performed 952

better than the existing protocols; for instance, when the 953

devices were set to 6, approximately 225.5 mJ of energy was 954

consumed, whereas, for MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC, 955

IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC protocols, approximately 238, 956

250.5, 261, and 271 mJ, respectively, were consumed. 957

Consequently, the MC-HYMAC protocol consumed a 958

lower amount of energy compared to MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, 959

MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC, with energy 960

reductions of approximately 6%, 11%, 16%, and 20%, respec- 961

tively. The improvement is due to the fact that the proposed 962

MC-HYMAC protocol employs a multichannel concept for 963

communication between the devices and the AP, and also 964

employs a channel utilization mechanism to efficiently utilize 965

the channels. The mechanism helped the devices know when 966

to transmit their health packets and, therefore, reduce energy 967

consumption, delay, and collisions. Also, we proposed an 968

adaptive power control scheme, a dynamic time-slot manage- 969

ment scheme, and a back-off period policy for the efficient 970

utilization of the proposed channels. 971

B. Energy Consumption Impact on Transmission 972

Probability 973

The performance of the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol 974

was compared and evaluated using the existing protocols. 975

For this experiment, we investigated the impact of energy 976
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Fig. 9. Average energy consumption against transmission probability.

consumption on the transmission probability of devices in977

a WBAN system. Consequently, we configured the pro-978

posed MC-HYMAC, MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC,979

IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC protocols by varying the number980

of devices from 1 to 10. Therefore, we set D devices = 4 and981

G devices = 6. Also, we performed different experiments, and982

the outcomes of the experiments are shown in Fig. 9.983

From Fig. 9, we noticed that the higher the transmission984

probability, the higher the amount of energy consumed. How-985

ever, MC-HYMAC is advantageous compared to the other986

protocols because of the different energy management strate-987

gies that were considered, for example, the sending of a T-ack988

at the end of the CAP rather than sending the T-ack after989

each received H-Info or E-Info to save energy. Consequently,990

when the transmission probability of the system was set to991

0.8, the MC-HYMAC protocol achieved significant energy992

reductions of approximately 2%, 5%, 9%, and 10% over993

the MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and994

HyMAC protocols, respectively. These improvements could be995

attributed to the fact that the devices and the AP used separate996

channels for their communications, thereby reducing energy997

consumption and delay, enhancing transmission efficiency,998

increasing the packet delivery ratio, and improving the lifetime999

of the WBAN network. In addition, the improvement was also1000

a result of the proposed adaptive power allocation scheme, the1001

dynamic time-slot allocation scheme, and the back-off period1002

policy that was employed to prevent energy wastage and time-1003

slot wastage, and improve the lifetime of the network.1004

C. Energy Consumption on the Number of Devices1005

Based on Different Back-Off Periods1006

In this section, we compare and evaluate the proposed1007

MC-HYMAC protocol with the existing MSS-IEEE 802.15.4,1008

MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC protocols based1009

on the energy consumption of the devices at different number1010

of back-off periods. For the experiments, we varied the number1011

of devices from 1 to 10, and configured the D devices as1012

4 and the G devices as 6. The experimental results are shown1013

in Figs. 10–12. From Figs. 10 to 12, it can be observed that1014

the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol consumed less energy1015

compared to other existing protocols. For example, in Fig. 10,1016

Fig. 10. Average energy consumption against the number of devices at
back-off 1.

Fig. 11. Average energy consumption against the number of devices at
back-off 2.

when the devices were set to 7, the MC-HYMAC protocol 1017

consumed about 14.40 mJ amount of energy compared to 1018

other existing protocols, such as MSS-IEEE 802.15.4 with 1019

about 14.42 mJ, MG-HYMAC with about 14.43 mJ, IEEE 1020

802.15.4 with about 14.46 mJ, and HyMAC with 14.48 mJ. 1021

The improvement is due to the proposed back-off period 1022

policy, which was able to reduce the probability of collisions, 1023

thereby conserving energy and minimizing delay. In addition, 1024

the proposed adaptive energy control scheme helped allocate 1025

optimal energy resources to the devices, thereby prolonging 1026

the lifetime of the devices. 1027

Furthermore, for the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol, 1028

we investigated the amount of energy consumed by the devices 1029

based on the number of back-off attempts during the busy 1030

channel period. The results of the simulation experiments are 1031

presented in Fig. 13. 1032

From Fig. 13, we observed that, as we increased the number 1033

of devices, the amount of energy consumption also increased. 1034

However, we noticed a slight energy decrease in the second 1035

and third back-off attempts compared with the first attempt. 1036

For instance, when the devices were set to 9, for the first 1037

attempt, the devices consumed approximately 4.55 mJ, and 1038
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Fig. 12. Average energy consumption against the number of devices at
back-off 3.

Fig. 13. Average energy consumption of the proposed MC-HYMAC
protocol based on different back-off attempts during the channel busy
period.

for the second attempt, approximately 4.57 mJ of energy was1039

consumed, while approximately 4.40 mJ of energy was con-1040

sumed for the third attempt. This improvement is a result of the1041

multichannel concept proposed for communication between1042

the AP and devices. Also, the improvement could be attributed1043

to the efficient channel access mechanism and the back-off1044

time scheme that were employed to identify the channel busy1045

and channel idle periods for the efficient utilization of the1046

channels.1047

D. Delay Impact on the Number of Devices Based on1048

Different Back-Off Periods1049

In this section, the average packet delivery delay with1050

respect to the number of devices based on different back-off1051

periods in a WBAN system is investigated. To achieve this,1052

the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol and the existing MSS-1053

IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC1054

protocols were configured with ten devices. For the MC-1055

HYMAC protocol, when the total number of devices is 10, D1056

devices = 4, and G devices = 6. Consequently, different exper-1057

iments were performed, and the results of the experiments1058

are presented in Figs. 14–16. From Fig. 14, we can deduce1059

Fig. 14. Average delay versus the number of devices at back-off 1.

Fig. 15. Average delay versus the number of devices at back-off 2.

Fig. 16. Average delay versus the number of devices at back-off 3.

that, as we vary the number of devices participating in the 1060

data transmission process from 1 to 10, the delay experienced 1061

increases. 1062

In general, the average delay of a system can be deter- 1063

mined from the packet generation time interval to when the 1064

packets are successfully received at the side of the AP. How- 1065

ever, during the transmission process, devices can experience 1066
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Fig. 17. Number of packets dropped based on the number of cycles.

delays during CCA, back-off periods, waiting for acknowl-1067

edgment, and so on. In addition, devices can experience1068

delays during CAP when the channel idle probability is low.1069

Therefore, for each failed channel attempt, the unit back1070

duration is doubled, which would require extra energy for1071

the channel to be reaccessed again. In practice, this process1072

requires additional energy and results in a delay in packet1073

transmission. We addressed this problem in the proposed1074

MC-HYMAC protocol by designing a back-off time scheme1075

and channel-selection mechanism for efficient channel utiliza-1076

tion. In addition, in the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol, the1077

D devices are allocated a specific time slot in the EAP as they1078

need to transmit their emergence-based packets as urgently as1079

possible without having to contend for channel access oppor-1080

tunities to enable the successful delivery of their health packets1081

and minimize delay. The proposed MC-HYMAC protocol1082

outperforms the existing MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC,1083

IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC protocols in terms of delay reduc-1084

tion. As an example, for the first back-off period, as shown in1085

Fig. 14, when the number of devices is 7, the MC-HYMAC1086

protocol outperforms existing protocols with a delay reduction1087

of approximately 1%.1088

E. Investigation of the Total Number of Health Packets1089

Dropped and the Total Number of Received Health1090

Packets1091

In this section, we investigate the performance of the1092

MC-HYMAC protocol based on the total number of health1093

packets dropped and the total number of health packets1094

successfully received at the AP, that is, throughput, and com-1095

pare it with existing protocols, such as MSS-IEEE 802.15.4,1096

MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC. Consequently,1097

we performed different simulation experiments with different1098

numbers of cycles, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18.1099

In practice, it is possible that the total number of health1100

packets transmitted by the devices is not the same as the1101

total number of health packets received by the AP owing to1102

the packet drop issue. Based on this fact, we analyzed the1103

total number of dropped health packets during transmission1104

for the proposed MC-HYMAC and the existing protocols by1105

employing a uniform random model, where the probability of1106

Fig. 18. Number of packets received (throughput) based on the number
of cycles.

a good link is 70% and the probability of a bad link is 30%. 1107

From Fig. 16, we observe that the number of packets dropped 1108

when the proposed MC-HYMAC was enabled was lower 1109

than that of the existing protocols. As an example, in cycle 1110

35, the MC-HYMAC protocol achieved an improvement of 1111

approximately 10% over the MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, 19% over 1112

the MG-HYMAC protocol, 45% over the IEEE 802.15.4, and 1113

49% over the HyMAC protocols. 1114

Throughput is determined by computing the total number 1115

of health packets that are successfully received at the AP. 1116

From Fig. 18, we can infer that the proposed MC-HYMAC 1117

protocol has a higher number of packets successfully received 1118

at the AP than the existing protocols. For example, in cycle 1119

35, MC-HYMAC achieved a significant improvement of 1120

approximately 14% over MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, 50% over 1121

MG-HYMAC, 63% over IEEE 802.15.4, and 75% over 1122

HyMAC. 1123

F. Investigation of the Impact of Transmission Probability 1124

on the Lifetime of the Devices 1125

The impact of transmission probability on the device’s 1126

lifetime is presented in this section. To achieve this, different 1127

experiments were performed on the proposed MC-HYMAC 1128

protocol and MSS-IEEE 805.15.4, MG-HYMAC, IEEE 1129

802.15.3, and HyMAC protocols. We set the five protocols to 1130

ten devices and battery power to 1200 J. In addition, we set 1131

the D devices to 4, while the G devices are set to 6, and 1132

the outcomes of the simulation experiments are presented in 1133

Fig. 19. From Fig. 19, we can infer that, as the transmis- 1134

sion probability increases, the device lifetime decreases for 1135

all protocols. However, the proposed MC-HYMAC protocol 1136

performed better than the existing protocols. For instance, 1137

when the transmission probability was set to 0.8, the proposed 1138

MC-HYMAC protocol achieved a significant improvement of 1139

approximately 10% over the MSS-IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, 1140

21% over the MG-HYMAC protocol, 39% over the IEEE 1141

802.15.4 protocol, and 45% over the HyMAC protocol. The 1142

improvement achieved by the MC-HYMAC protocol is due to 1143

the multichannel concept, the channel selection mechanism, 1144

the back-off time scheme, the time-slot management scheme, 1145
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Fig. 19. Impact of devices lifetime versus transmission probability.

and the adaptive power allocation scheme that we employed,1146

which minimizes energy consumption and delays, improves1147

channel utilization efficiency and throughput, and prolongs the1148

lifetime of the devices.1149

VIII. CONCLUSION1150

This article addresses the energy consumption, time-slot1151

management, delay, and channel utilization issues in a WBAN1152

system. To address these issues, we propose a multichan-1153

nel concept in which the AP and the devices use separate1154

channels for communication. To efficiently utilize the chan-1155

nels, a channel-mapping mechanism and a channel-selection1156

policy were introduced. The mechanism helped the devices1157

know when to transmit their health packets, thus improving1158

the energy efficiency, throughput, and overall lifetime of1159

the network. In addition, a back-off time policy scheme,1160

a time-slot management scheme, and an adaptive power1161

control scheme were designed to minimize energy wastage1162

and time-slot wastage, and enhance channel utilization effi-1163

ciency. Furthermore, we propose a finite-state discrete-time1164

Markov model to identify the traffic arrival pattern of the1165

devices, analyze the state transitions of the devices, and1166

analyze the state of the channel for decision-making pur-1167

poses to improve the lifetime of the network. The proposed1168

MC-HYMAC protocol was validated and compared with some1169

existing MAC protocols, including the MSS-IEEE 802.15.4,1170

MG-HYMAC, IEEE 802.15.4, and HyMAC protocols, based1171

on their energy efficiency, delay, packet drop and received1172

ratio, and device lifetime. Consequently, MC-HYMAC per-1173

formed better than MSS-IEEE 802.15.4, MG-HYMAC, IEEE1174

802.15.4, and HyMAC.1175
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